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FIELDS TRIP REPORT 
Participants: students and teachers from Colegiul 

Energetic and a forestry engineer from a forest district 
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*Instruments 

*Formulas 

*Methods 

*Biodiversity & Statistics 



*Conversions of units 







Compass – 1m, 2 m 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

The string or the ribbon or the rope 

 

Car kilometers 

 

Special/ electronic technics 



LET’S 

REMEMBER! 
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If the surface is not a known geometric shape, then it is divided into 

several areas for which we can calculate the area. Like in this 

example! 
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Group 1 – 4 students  

Group 2 – 4 students 

Group 3 – 4 students 

 

Each group made 2 observations of each method. 

 

They measured the GPS COORDINATES: 

Latitude 45, 117115 

Longitude 24, 3601916 

 

They measured the TEMPERATURE: 190 C 



METHOD 1 
 

 

1 square meter 

 

Students numbered 

plants of the same type, 

then they totalized and 

calculated percents. 

 











Ana taking samples for 

the herbarium and 

recognizing the plants 

and trees! 
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Students numbered 

the trees of the 

same type, then 

they totalized and 

calculated percents. 

 

 



LARCH / LARIX 

Larches are conifers in the genus 

Larix, growing from 20 to 45 m 

tall, they are native to much of 

the cooler temperate northern 

hemisphere, on lowlands in the 

north and high on mountains 

further south.  

Although a conifer, the larch is a 

tree  that loses its leaves in the 

autumn. The leave are needle-

like, 2–5 centimeters long, The 

needles turn yellow and fall in 

the late autumn, leaving the 

trees leafless through the winter. 

 





Measuring circles area with the help of 

the compass and a rope or a retractable 

rule – METHOD 3 – 100 square meters 
S 3.1415 S/3.1415 R 

100 3.1415 
31,83192742 5,64197903 

500 3.1415 
159,15963712 12,61584865 

1000 3.1415 
318,31927423 17,84150426 

5000 3.1415 
1591,59637116 39,89481634 

1 HA 10000 3.1415 
3183,19274232 56,41979034 

2 HA 20000 3.1415 
6366,38548464 79,78963269 

5 HA 50000 3.1415 
15915,96371160 126,15848648 



He measures the 

radius. (around 

5,64 m) 

They are numbering the 

trees from 100 square 

meters. (while a student 

goes round and forming a 

circle) 



Ana and Gabriela are 

taking notes for the 

future mathematical 

and statistical 

calculations. 
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We can 

calculate the 

circumference 

of the trees! 
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